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The total market capitalisation of the crypto market keeps losing momentum in the daily and weekly timeframe. At the time of this analysis, TOTAL stands at 2.214T.  Volume
over the past 24-hours has remained at  $72.81B (4.67% increase). Cryptocurrency prices keep failing to shift their bearish trend,  with only a few small-cap coins managing
to gain slightly. 

On Sunday night, a Doji candle was printed on the weekly timeframe that keeps conveying indecision. For TOTAL to experiment with a change in momentum, a rejection of
the $2T support must take place this week, on the contrary, it could keep declining until the $1.7T historical low.  

 

Crypto Market Cap  
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Bitcoin Dominance has dropped 16% since October 23 with no clear change of momentum until this weekend. The overall BTC Dominance seems to be
bouncing from a key historical zone at 40%. As predicted in our previous analysis, the rejection of this support area could trigger interest in investors. Due to a
decline in BTC Dominance since December 2020, bulls could increase their optimistic outlook if BTC.D manages to print a weekly candle above the 40%
level. 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

On the daily timeframe, BTC coveys indecision. The
digital asset seems to be holding the $48K support
tightly after printing a Doji candle on the weekly
timeframe on Sunday. Investors are cautious as two
scenarios are equally probable. 

If BTCUSD manages to close above the $50K level
this week, there could be room for a shift in
momentum. The 200 Simple Moving Average
(highlighted in red) and the historical support could be
taken as elements for bulls to go long on BTC if price
action gives the proper confirmation. 

On the contrary, BTC breaking the $48K-$47K support
area will diminish any recovery opportunity for this
asset. If the price keeps accelerating even lower in the
daily timeframe, Bitcoin could struggle to bounce from
the current demand level. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

After printing 3 consecutive Doji Candles in the weekly timeframe, ETH investors are being extremely cautious at the moment. On the daily chart, price
action has slightly rejected the $4000-$3900 level but the overall bullish momentum is still very weak. If the volume does not pick up in the next few days,
the price could easily push down towards the $3500-$3200 support zone, which also aligns with a possible rejection of the 200 SMA.   All in all, for the price
to produce a significant move, Ether must print a more decisive candle. 
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Similar to many other altcoins, BNB has witnessed almost no volatility in the last 3 days. Lack of momentum has pushed the price down to the $550 support. 

In the daily chart, Binance Coin seems to be consolidating between the $670 resistance and the $500 support. For BNBUSD to experience a major move, weekly
and daily price action must react to the upcoming $500 support. If the price finds clear hostility at the referenced demand level, BNBUSD could resume the long-term
trend maintained since June 2021. 

Binance Coin (BNB) 
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SOLUSD currently trading at $168. Price has failed to resume the bullish trend and now Solana is moving towards the last retracement level of
Fibonacci, the 0.78 zones. Both, the weekly and the daily timeframe have failed to print significant bullish candles to shift the current momentum. 

Last week, fluctuations managed to break the ascending support line, which can be taken as bearish confirmations. If bulls fail to hold the current
price area, SOL could easily drop a further 12% until the $145 demand zone. 

Solana (SOL)
 



Cardano has experienced one of its worst quarters in history by losing over 50% in the last few weeks. The past few trading days have worsened the existing
bearish trend and now the price's next support is the $1 psychological zone. 

ADA could attract holders if the daily price action rejects the historical support significantly. In the last month, Cardano has been sliding lower than any other
altcoin, that's why investors could find this coin oversold by the time it reaches the $1 support. 

Cardano (ADA)
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Polkadot tested reliable support last week but failed to hold the bullish momentum after bouncing off from it. At the time of this analysis,
DOTUSD is trading at $28. Similar to other altcoins, a Doji candle was printed right at a critical support zone, which is keeping traders vigilant. 
If DOT's price fails to hold the current support zone, the digital asset could remain vulnerable to a significant decline. Based on historical data,
the next critical support is at $20-$19, which also converges to the 0.78 level of Fibonacci. 

Polkadot (DOT) 
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Terra's token has lost over 4% in the last market hours, with bears now pushing the price below the $59 support. Technical indicators suggest that the token may extend
its losses until the $48-$46 demand zone, which also aligns with the lower band of an ascending channel formed since September 2021. 

For price to regain strength, daily price action must close above the $61 ceiling or strongly reject the next support zone at $48.  

Terra (LUNA) 
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AVAX price has followed the trajectory of the whole crypto market, with the price losing over 4.80% in the last few hours. The possibility of a shift in momentum was
erased from the minds of investors after Avalanche failed to hold a bounce from the $80 support. 

Bulls are still monitoring the pair as AVAXUSD is still trading above a key ascending trendline in the weekly timeframe. If the weekly candle prints a bullish engulfing
pattern, AVAX could see a sharp upside rally with gains over 50%-70%. 

Avalanche (AVAX) 
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MANAUSD currently trading at $3.40. The Metaverse token lost 6% during the last market hours and keeps a bearish trajectory towards the $3 support.  MANA's
trend could worsen if bulls do not succeed to hold the $3 demand zone. If this scenario occurs, the next target zone for bears is the $2.50 area. 

For the altcoin to regain momentum, the weekly price action must print a closure around the $3.20 liquidity area (0.78 Fibonacci Retracement Level).

Decentraland (MANA) 
 




